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LAURENT BURELLE
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Since it was created  
70 years ago,  
the Group has  
followed an 
independent  
and a profitable 
growth strategy.

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

DEAR SHAREHOLDERS,

2017 was an exceptional year  
for the Plastic Omnium Group. 

With our financial solidity and 
confidence in our capacity to continue 
to develop our activities and increase 
our profitability, and resolutely turned 
towards the challenges of tomorrow’s 
carbon-free, connected and autonomous 
cars, it is with enthusiasm that we enter 
the year 2018.

Since it was created 70 years ago,  
the Group has followed an independent 
and a profitable growth strategy which, 
combined with a policy of continuous 
investments to globalize our industrial 
base and design ever more innovative 
products, enables us to continue to win 
market shares and ensure our long-term 
development. For a family company 

such as ours, this is fundamental.  
This strategy is based on a financial 
structure which is constantly being 
optimized so that we can continue  
to offer manufacturers new solutions  
to respond to the technological changes  
of the automotive industry.

This second edition of the Shareholder’s 
Guide contains a presentation of the 
Plastic Omnium Group as well as 
practical information on the share 
price, the capital structure and the 
management of your shares.

We hope that you will find in this guide, 
realized for your attention, current or 
future Shareholder, all the information 
you need to facilitate your procedures.

Thank you for your support.
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to be a Plastic Omnium 

shareholder

What it  
means 

Being part 
of a passionate, 

entrepreneurial group 
guided by excellence: 
quality, expertise and 
constant innovation

— and what does it mean for you?
Plastic Omnium shareholders speaking.

Sharing in  
the success 

of a world leader  
and contributing  
to the writing of  

its long-term story

Investing
in a sustainable, 

responsible  
and profitable 
growth share

Actively 
participating 
in the mobility 

business alongside 
a bold and 

confident Group
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« What 
motivated  
me to join 
Plastic Omnium…

« Let’s talk about 
the future...

« Plastic Omnium’s best 
assets…



A promising car market
A French family company
An innovative and dynamic 
development center. »



I would like Plastic Omnium 
to continue with its research 
and investments in electric 
propulsion, which represents 
an interesting alternative 
to the internal combustion 
engine.

I am convinced that  
Plastic Omnium will  
always be able to  
secure the necessary 
resources to face up  
to the challenges of  
this changing world. »



Its long-term “product” strategy
Its management
Its employees

but also…
Its discipline, transparency and organization,
the commitment of its employees and its 
concern for ecology. »

« The values that I share  
with Plastic Omnium…


Sound management
A family business culture
A visionary outlook »
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A global leader   
in both automotive businesses



PLASTIC OMNIUM IN BRIEF

Smart exterior  
Products

A responsible industrial company

A committed group

Philanthropies

Whether for bumpers, tailgates or spoilers, we keep  
on reducing the weight of exterior products and optimizing 
vehicle aerodynamics. The goal is to further reduce CO2  
by another 10 grams per vehicle or gain 100 km  
in driving range. The division’s other focus is on  
integrating functions and smart systems, putting it  
in pole position to support the connected vehicle  
and the future self-driving car.

We are world leader in fuel systems, whether 
gasoline, diesel or hybrid, and automotive 
manufacturers have enthusiastically embraced our 
SCR* solution for diesel pollution reduction.  
In response to environmental regulatory pressures, 
we are exploring alternative energy solutions that 
will eliminate vehicle emissions altogether.

1 in every 6
Worldwide, one in every  
six vehicles produced is 

equipped with a Plastic Omnium 
body module

 1 in every 4
Worldwide, one in every four vehicles 
produced is equipped with a Plastic 

Omnium energy storage system

# 1
in exterior 
products

# 1
in fuel 

systems

Clean  
propulsion

In the United States, for the 3rd time 
in a row, Plastic Omnium has made 

a commitment to the “Focus HOPE”, association to take 
action to help underprivileged people in the Detroit region: 
the company has donated $333,000 in accordance 
with its commitment to give $1 million over three years 
to finance education projects and to help with the 
management of a food bank.

In Mexico, following the earthquake in September 2017 
which claimed many victims, Plastic Omnium’s Mexican 
establishment has organised a collection of basic 
necessities such as hygiene, cleaning and food products 
and of donations, to help victims of the earthquake and 
small businesses affected by this natural disaster.

Tf2 reduced  
by 23% in 2017

(number of accidents with or without work  
per million hours worked per year) 



Accident rate for the past 5 years

-70%7.70

5.15
3.91

2.97
2.29
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* SCR : Selective Catalytic Reduction.
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Key figures 2017
a high-performance company

€8 billion (+15%) 
revenue 



18 plants
2 R&D Centers  
27% of sales  
5,000 employees

62 plants
12 R&D Centers  
53% of sales  
19,500 employees

41 plants
8 R&D Centers  
17% of sales  
7,000 employees

6 plants
2 R&D Centers 
3% of sales 
1,500 employees

NORTH  
AMERCIA

EUROPE / 
AFRICA

ASIA

SOUTH  
AMERICA

9.5%
Operating margin

€425m (+36%)
net profit, 

Group share

€186m
Free cash-flow

6%
of sales 
invested  
in R&D

plants R&D Centers countriesemployees
127 24 3133,000
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Plastic Omnium shares
Plastic Omnium shares are listed in Compartment A of NYSE 
Euronext Paris and form part of the SBF 120, CAC MID 60  
and SRD stock exchange indices (ISIN code FR0000 124570).

Capital structure

PLASTIC OMNIUM SHARES







0.98%
Employees

2.19%
Treasury stock

150,976,720 shares as of December 31, 2017

39.26% of the capital  
is held by the public, including: 
• 25% French institutional investors

• 48% Foreign institutional investors

• 27% individual investors

39.26%
Public

57.57%
Burelle SA


Share market 

performance since 
January 2, 2017:  

+25.3%
over the period 

Changes in the share price  
in euros
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Dividend policy
We favor long-term commitment. 
For this reason, we encourage 

the long-term own ership of shares by 
establishing transparent relationships 
with our investors, by respecting all our 
shareholders and by regularly increasing 
dividends thanks to regular increases in 
our profits. Plastic Omnium dividends 
are paid in cash once a year after the 
conclusion of the General Meeting of 
Shareholders that takes place in April.



Dividend per share 
proposed to the 
General Meeting  
on April 26, 2018:

€0.67

+37% compared  
to 2017



Changes in the dividend
0.67

0.33 0.37 0.41
0.49
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20
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Publications

INSTITUTIONAL PUBLICATIONS 
Registration Document
Business Review
Half-yearly Financial Report

SHAREHOLDER PUBLICATIONS 
Letters to shareholders

FINANCIAL PUBLICATIONS 
Press releases
Presentations of results



Complete information  
can be found  

on our website
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Find all of our financial  
news on our Plastic Omnium 
application. 

NOVELTY

We invite you to scan the QR Code or download the app  
via App Store for iPhone and iPad or Google play for Android
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Methods  
of ownership

BEARER SHARES

An account is opened 
with your financial 
intermediary (bank, 
stockbroker, etc.). 
You are not known to 
Plastic Omnium.

ADMINISTERED 
REGISTERED 
SHARES
Your shares are 
registered with Plastic 
Omnium but are still 
managed by your 
financial intermediary, 
who remains your 
point of contact for all 
transactions. If you own 
registered shares in 
a PEA (share savings 
plan), an administered 
registered account is 
recommended.

PURE REGISTERED 
SHARES

Your shares are kept 
by Plastic Omnium, 
which delegates their 
management to  
BNP Paribas  
Securities  
Services.

to know



For all information relating  
to the management of registered shares,  

please contact:

BNP Paribas Securities Services 
Service aux Emetteurs

Grands Moulins 
9 rue du Débarcadère 

93500 PANTIN
Tel.: +33 (0)826 109 119



PLASTIC OMNIUM & YOU

When you buy  
a PLASTIC OMNIUM 
share, you become  
the owner of a fraction  
of its capital and invest 
in its development. 
This status gives  
you the right:  
to be informed of the 
company’s activities, 
to vote at General 
Meetings and  
to receive the 
dividends that the 
General Meeting  
votes to distribute.

The advantages of registered shares

• Exemption from custody and management fees
• Automatic receipt of information from the PLASTIC OMNIUM group
• Personalized contact on the management of shares with BNP Paribas
• Personalized contact with the Group’s Shareholder Services
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 - In 2019, when making their  
tax return, individuals will have  
a choice between:
• Making the dividends received 

subject to the Single Flat-Rate 
Deduction of 12.8%, and 
applying the Compulsory  
Flat-Rate Deduction of 
12.8% made by the paying 
establishment in 2018; or

• Opting for income tax to be 
charged according to  
the sliding scale. In that case, 
the taxpayer will benefit from 
an allowance of 40% and 
from a deduction of 6.8% of 
the dividend in respect of 
the deductible general social 
security contribution (CSG) 
paid in 2018. The Compulsory 
Flat-Rate Deduction made 
by the paying establishment 
in 2018 can be applied to 
the calculated income tax, 
and any overpayment will be 
refundable.

It should be noted that taxpayers 
whose reference taxable income 
in the year preceding the payment 
was less than €50,000/75,000, 
depending on their family situation, 
can still make an application for 
exemption from the deduction of 
12.8% in respect of income tax.  
This application should be made 
to the paying establishment before 
30 November in the year preceding 
the year in which the payment is 
made.



The 2018 Finance Law 2018 
introduced a comprehensive reform 
of the dividend taxation regime; 
dividends received with effect 
from 1 January 2018 are subject 
to a single flat-rate deduction of 
30% which is made by the paying 
establishment at the time of 
payment of the dividend. However, 
it is still possible to opt for income 
tax to be charged according to  
the sliding scale.

The taxation arrangements are 
therefore now as follows:
 - In 2018, when the dividend is 

paid, the paying establishment 
will make the following 
deductions:
• The Compulsory Flat-Rate 

Deduction of 12.8% in respect 
of income tax

• The Social Security Deductions 
of 17.2%.

Tax treatment of dividends
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General Meetings

Ordinary General Meetings (OGMs) are 
held once a year within six months of the 
end of the company’s financial year. Their 
purpose, in particular, is to inform the 
shareholders about the Group’s business 
and results, to approve the accounts,  to 
decide on the amount of the dividend, and 
to appoint members of Company’s Board 
of Directors and the Statutor Auditors or 
to renew their terms of office. The reso-
lutions of OGMs are adopted by a simple 
majority of the shareholders present or 
represented.

Extraordinary General Meetings (EGMs) 
are convened when the Company submits 
amendments of the Articles of Asso-
ciation or capital transactions (capital 
increases or reductions, mergers, etc.) for 
the approval of the shareholders. In most 
cases, their resolutions must be adopted 
by a majority of two thirds of the capital 
present or represented.

Combined General Meetings include both 
types of meeting in one General Meeting. 
They are then divided into two parts, an 
“Ordinary” part for which the majority is 
that required for OGMs, and an “Extraor-
dinary” part for which the majority is that 
required for EGMs.

This year, Plastic Omnium is setting up 
VOTACCESS to facilitate your procedures.
- Registered shares, you can connect 

to the secure VOTACCESS platform, 
accessible via the Planetshares web-
site https://planetshares.bnpparibas.
com, which will be available to you from 
4 April 2018. 

- Bearer shares, if the institution in charge 
of your account is connected to the 
VOTACCESS site, you will have to identify 
yourself on its Internet portal with your 
usual access codes.

For more information, please contact  
0 826 109 119.



PLASTIC OMNIUM & YOU
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FINANCIAL AGENDA

APRIL 24, 2018
Reporting of quarterly information 

from 1st quarter 2018

JULY 20, 2018
Reporting of first-half results for 2018

OCTOBER 25, 2018
Reporting of quarterly information 

from 3rd quarter 2018

SHAREHOLDER AGENDA 

MARS 13, 2018
Meeting of Shareholders in Lyon

APRIL 26, 2018
2018 General Meeting  

at Pavillon Dauphine in Paris

OCTOBER 2018
Meeting of Shareholders in Nice

(date to be confirmed)

AGENDA







Site inspection for 
our shareholders
On 21 November 2017, 20 individual shareholders 
had a chance to inspect the Ruitz factory, 
which produces car bumper’s and tailgates 
for the PSA Group, Opel, Renault and Volvo.
This factory, which was built in 2006, employs 
more than 360 people and produces 25,000 parts 
a day using 11, injection moulding machines 
of 650 to 3,200 tonne and 110 injection moulds.

A legacy   
of innovation
On 6 June 2017, on the Group’s 70th  
anniversary celebrated at the Grand Palais  
in Paris, our shareholders had the privilege  
of visiting the temporary exhibition of 70 years 
of history and innovation.



Complete information  
can be found  

on our website

Individual shareholders:  
1 plant visit per year  

upon registration
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GLOSSARY

A
AMF – (AUTORITÉ DES 
MARCHÉS FINANCIERS)


The French Financial Markets 
Authority (AMF), formed  
from the merger in 2002 of  
the Commission des Opérations  
de Bourse (COB) and the Conseil 
des Marchés Financiers (CMF).  
The AMF determines the operating 
and professional conduct rules 
governing the financial markets in 
France. It oversees the protection 
of savings invested in negotiable 
securities and the quality of  
the financial information provided 
to investors and shareholders. 
It also monitors credit rating 
agencies, financial analysts  
and markets.

C
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE 


Consolidated revenue,  
in implementation of IFRS 
Standards 10-11-12, does not 
include the share of joint ventures, 
which are consolidated using  
the equity method.

E
ECONOMIC REVENUE 


Economic revenue corresponds  
to consolidated revenue plus 
revenue from Group's joint 
ventures at the percentage of their 
share in the Group: BPO, HBPO 
and YFPO for Plastic Omnium 
Automotive. The figure reflects 
the operational and managerial 
realities of the Group.

F
FLOAT


The part of a company’s capital 
that is available for trading on  
the Stock Exchange. The larger  
the float, the greater the liquidity 
of the shares.
Plastic Omnium’s float is 39.26%.

FREE CASH FLOW


Free cash flow corresponds to the 
operating cash flow, less tangible 
and intangible investments net of 
disposals, taxes and net interest 
paid +/- variation of the working 
capital requirements (cash surplus 
from operations).

G
GEARING


Net debt to equity ratio, which is 
a ratio measuring a company’s 
level of debt in comparison with its 
equity capital. The higher the ratio, 
the more indebted the company is. 
It also gives an indication as  
to the company’s financial 
structure.

I
IFRS (INTERNATIONAL 
FINANCIAL REPORTING 
STANDARDS)


International accounting standards 
drawn up by the IASB (International 
Accounting Standards Board). 
Since January 1, 2005,  
the preparation of consolidated 
accounts has been compulsory  
for all listed companies in Europe 
in order to facilitate comparison  
of their financial statements.
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N
NET DEBT


Financial debt less liquid assets 
and immediately-available 
investment securities.

O
OPERATING MARGIN


The operating margin corresponds 
to the operating results, including 
the share of the results for 
companies which have been 
consolidated using the equity 
method, and the amortization 
of intangible assets acquired in 
business combinations, before 
other operating income and 
expenses.

R
ROCE (RETURN ON CAPITAL 
EMPLOYED)


Used in finance to measure  
the return made by a company  
in relation to the capital invested.
It is usually used to compare  
the performance of activities  
and to establish whether  
they are producing a sufficient 
return to repay the capital.

T
TREASURY SHARES


Shares owned by a company 
forming part of its own capital. 
Treasury shares do not carry 
voting rights and do not receive 
dividends. The company Plastic 
Omnium owned 2.19% of its own 
shares of December 31, 2017. 
This proportion is limited to 10%  
of the authorized share capital.
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Design & production:   
Photo credits: Cyril Bruneau, Céline Clanet/Interlink Image, 
Thomas Laisné/La Company, Eleanors Walk

1, Allée Pierre Burelle  
92593 Levallois Cedex - France
Tél.: +33 (0)1 40 87 64 00  
Fax : +33 (0)1 47 39 78 98

www.plasticomnium.com

Compagnie Plastic Omnium SA
Share Capital: €9,058,603.20
Registered office: 19, boulevard Jules Carteret  
69007 Lyon - France
955 512 611 RCS Lyon - APE : 6420 Z

investor.relations@plasticomnium.com

Investor Relations Department

freephone number+33 (0)800 777 889


